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sanctuary in the Negeb.' Indeed his views regard- With regard to the Genesis narratives, howeve
ing the preservation and transmission of the t.rchaeology cannot contribute as much to ti
patriarchal traditions are still of importance for ,rect solution of issues posed by the form-crt
European form-critics: namely, that the stories es it can for the thirteenth century and the Mosa
were attached to various cultic places where they sea. Archaeologically-minded_students claim on!
survived until gathered together to form the 'hat sufficient ev,dnse has now, been accumulate
unified tradition we now have. This is a historical

-
to fix the era in which the bulk of the patriarch

judgment of capital importance, for which, how- es.rratlves, and indeed the p3triarvhs themsel r
ever, there 1 unfortunately no proof whatever. t have_Qrjgjnate4. That is in the Amont
That the stories regarding Bethel in che. 28 and 35 e of the first half of the seconddmillennium .
are written in their present form with the later $n other words, the oral tradition behind '
Israelite sanctuary in view is quite clear. Never- *esent written narratives has preserved suffice
the lees, the close philological investigation of the background to make possible the assertion V
sources to prove the point does not reveal whether use patriarchal tradition is at least authentir
authentic old traditions were told and refracted in the sense that it can be fitted into an ac (A;
the light of the later sanctuary or whether the torlcal era of ancient history.
stories were constructed as pure aetiologies on a We now have available two excellent histoi
minimum of historical tradition. By what 4 Ierael which indicate the rjcaly dittere
objective criteria can it be presumed to be more approaches-to the subject_that_th4ifierit
probable that the later cultic tradition which now pmions and methods described above ha
holds the various items of the epic together is the ought forth. The one is by MatpNpth (1
more or less artificial construction of the cultus Hisso.y of Is,-asl [Eng. tr. of the 2nd Germ
out of disparate themes from different cultic qthsi by Stanley Godman, London and N.
centre., but that it is less probable that there was York. 1958)); the other by John Bright
always one central confessional story connected, Nütory of Israel [Philadelphia, 2959). The, h
sot so much with a cult Place as with a particular u a product of the form-critical approach
group of p.op'b who found in it the explanation of vsloped by Gunkel and Albrecht Alt. .1 1'
th* existence ? To mien for the *rot against mend was written in America by one trained
the second as *be basis of the presence of this or historical methods of W. F. Albright. Let ii
that th t the cultic confessions is dangerous e*view briefly the manner in which each boo
when the lithigleil history of the cult is not wel treats our subject.
known. - 'Thsre is not space here to treat the minor"
The purpose of these all too brief remarks is not. ptaoc that the patriarchal narratives and Ainarn,

to decry the methods of study being pursued by ,lod of the fourteenth century are related:
the students of Form-Criticism and the history of a.dslty C. H. Itf1cthUcQLd Tes1ene
tradition, but instead to suggest that historicaj rim" (Venteor N.J.,_r953], 5, 202-104; Joura
judgments are constantly being made, and must Now EasUr,s Studies, xiii. ['954]. 56-59; and IL H
be made, by any scholar involved in this type of kiy, on Jos#frh to Joshua [London, 1950], 10'
study. Hence von Rad's description of the new no-th. latter holding that the end of the Patriarclo
form critical era may be a bit one-sided, for g*, k.S is to be placed this late. There could be u
form critic doss indeed attempt to sis from Isis formw st4.ctien to this view, if only isolated fragments of W,
and fr.sditions into historical Ir were derived from this later period; but in s.
origins. And because his eye has been fixed - the argument is based on the genealogies whit
fragments he is inclined to argue that the frag- alrd only three generations between Abraham an
flientaly is primary, while that which unifies + eS, it is proper to cite the convincing thesis
fragments is liturgical, later secondary. But this U. N. Freedman in an unpublished paper. This
is the type of historical conclusion which Form- as effect-that iHebrew_tradition reserxcdcarLt
Criticism and tradition-history are ill-equipped to




Ousealogies. back t the Mosaic era hut beyond th
there was none preserved, except the xiamesoIJimake by themselves alone. Consequently, in my tribe. For example, Nu ,6': 'Korah the son

judgment it is not on a par with the data gained jsl5,,r, the son of Kohath, the son of L.evj' simpifrom archaeological investigations. Even the latter, 'Korah ben I zhar of -the Kohath clan ofhowever, cannot be used alone in historical teft oi Levi'. The parallels to the fifteenth cen)nr'.reconstruction, but only as one means of gathering *zi texts are hardly pertinent except in a
Primary data for the hypotheses whereby the general way for chronology, because the social cirton,
details of ancient life are given order and sad customary law in question surely did not orlgat"
meaning. with the l-lurrians, but intead portray the life1 H. Gunkel, Genesis [HAT; Gertingen; 5th ed. certein type of second millennium society (cf. als', the
2922], 236-242. much earlier Capadocian texts, see note i on next l-"
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